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Abstract. Let r;' E Rnn be the best rational approximant to f(x) = x'}, 1. > Q > 0, on
[0,1] in the uniform norm. It is 'lfeli known that all poles aiid zeros of r~ lie on the negative a."is
lR<o. In the present paper we inveStigate the asymptotic distribution of these poles and zeros as
n --x. In addition we determine the asymptotic distribution of the extreme points of the error
nmction en = f -r~ on [0,1], and survey related convergence results.

1. Introduction. Let Pn denote the set of all polynomials of degree at most
n E N with real coefficients, Rmn the set {p/q I p E Pm, q to}, m,n E N. of
rational functions. The best rational app'roxim.ant r~'n = r;n,,(f, [0, IJ;.) E Rm"
to the function f on the set [0,1]. together with the minimal approximation el,or
Enlff = Emn(f, [0, 1]) is defined by

(1.1) E~n(f, [0, 1].) :=111 -r~lnll[O.lJ. = _inR,f 111 -rll[OJ] ,
r", mn

""here 11,;..c]~L~,ll denotes the sup-norm on [0,1]. It is well known that the best
approximant r~ := r~n to the function f(x) = .r'\ on [0,1] exists and is unique
(see [~Ie], 9.1 and 9.2, or [Ri], 5.1).
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The approximation of the function xQ on [0,1] or equivalently of IxlQ on
[-1, I], a > 0, by polynomials or rational functions is a model problem for the
approximation of more general classes of functions. Much effort has been in-
vested in studying the convergence speed of the sequences {Eno(lxIQ, [-1, I])}
and {Enn(lxIQ, [-1, I])} as n -+ 00. In the polynomial case a major was the pub-
lication of [Bel] and [Be2] by S. Bernstein in 1913 and 1938, and in the rational
case the publication of [Ne] by D. J. Newman in 1964. The papers [Bel] and [Ne]
deal with polynomial and rational best approximation of Ixl an [-1, I], which is
the most important special case of the more general problem of approximating
IxlQ on [-1, I] for a E IR+ \ 2N or XO on [0,1] for a E IR+ \ N.

Since fo(X) = Ixlo is an even function, it is an immediate consequence of the
uniqueness of best rational approximants that all best approximants r~, n E N,
on [-1, I], are also even functions, and therefore we have

(1.2) r~m+i,2m+j = r~m,2m = r~m for mEN and i,j E {0,1}.

Replacing x2 by x in both functions f20 and rim gives us the identity

(1.3) r~n(f20' [-1, 1]; x) = r~(fQ' [0,1]; X2) for all n E N.

Hence, the approximation of Ixl20 on [-1,1] and XO on [0,1], a > 0, poses equiv-
alent problems.

Newman's path breaking result in [Ne] has been improved and extended. Es-
pecially, it has been exten.cied to the rational approximation of XO and Ixlo. Im-
portant contributions can be found in [FrSz], [Bul-2], [Gol-3], [Vyl-3], and [Ga].
Surveys are contained in lVy3] and [St2]. The best result known presently for the
rational approximation of Ix I on [-1, I] is

THEOREM 1 ([Stl]). We have

(1.4) E"111(lxl,[-1, I]) = 8e-1rJri'(1 + o(l)} as n -+ 00,

u'here 0(.) denotes .Landau's little oh.

For the more general problem of approximating XO on [0,1] the proof of the
following theorem has just been announced:

THEOREM' 2 ([St3]). For a > 0 we have

(1.5) ;~,;.-: Enn(xO, [0, 1]) = 40+11 sin7rale-2:ryl;\n(1 + 0(1)) as n --+ 00.

". R ~~ ark. With identity (1.3) we get as a corollary to Theorem 2 the error
formula
(1.6) Enn(lxl!r, r-~. -', 1 -, .-

.-l.lJ) = 4a/2+1! sm 7r~le-;rv'ml(l + 0(1)) as n -+ 00

for Q > O. Choosing Q = 1 shows that (1.4) is a special case of (1.6). Indepen-
dently of [St3J formula (1.5) has been conjectured in [VC] on the basis of high
precision calculations of the limits lim,l--= e2;r.;anEnn(xa, [0, 1]) for the values
a = 1/8,1/4,3/8,5/8,3/4,7/8.
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The doubly infinite array {r:n,n};;;',n=O of all best approxi.mants to xa on [0,1]
is called the Walsh table of xa. The sequence {r~} is its diagonal. In [SaStl]
and [SaSt2] the convergence behavior of off-diagonal ray sequences (i.e. sequences
{r:nn} that satisfy m/n -+ C # 1) has been investigated. These are a bridge be-
tween diagonal sequences of rational approximants and polynomial approximants.
Consequently, their convergence behavior shows a mixture of characteristics of
booth types of approximants.

In the present paper we prove results about the asymptotic distribution of
poles and zeros of the (diagonal) approximants r~ as n -+ 00, and results about
the asymptotic distribution of the extreme points of the error function

(1.7) en(z):= za -r:(z)
on [0,1] as n -+ 00. '

Precise knowledge (or a good guess) about the distribution of poles, zeros, and
extreme points was basic for the investigation of convergence of r~ in [Ne], [Vyl],
[Vy2], and [Ga]. The understanding of these distributions gives insight into the
nature of the convergence process, and it can be hoped that it may be helpful in
finding new strategies for the investigation of the convergence behavior of rational
approximants to more general classes of functions than the family xa, a > O.

In the present paper we shall prove results onl~. under the restriction 0 < a < 1
in case of rational approximation of xa on [0,1]. and correspondingly 0 < a < 2

in case of the approximation of Ixla on [-1,1].
All results will be formulated in the next section and immediate consequences

,vill also be proved there. T4etwo main theorems ,vill be proved in Section 3.

2. Results. In the first lemma we assemble known results about the location
of poles, zeros, and extreme points for n E N fixed. These results can be found ill
[SaSt2], Lemma 1.5 and Theorem 1.7.

LEMMA 2.1. Let 0 < a < 1.

(a) The best rational approximant r~ = r~n(;r(', [0.1];.) is of exact numerator

and denomina,tor degree n.
(b) All n zeros (In,..., (nn and poles 7rln,...' 7r'11! of r~ lie on the negative

half-axis 1R<o and are interlacing; i.e., with an approp'riate numbering we have
...:

(2.1) .;_:"~.' 0 > (In > 7rln > (2 n > 7r2,n > .', > (nn > 7rl!n > -00." .' ,
...

, (c) The error function (1.7) has exactly 2n+2 ext'reme points 1]ln,". ,1]2n+2.n
on [0,1], and with an appropriate numbering we have

(2.2) 0 = 1]ln < 1]2,n < ., .< 1]2n+2,n = 1,

(2.3) 1]jn -r~(1]jn) = (-I)J Enn(xQ, [0, 1]), j = 1,.", 2n + 2.

Remark. If a > 1, then part (b) 'of Lemma 2.1 may no longer be true, It
cannot be excluded that [a] ([a] E N and a-I < [a] s: a) zeros and poles of r~

lie outside of IR<o,
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If we consider best rational approximants r~ = r~(lxIQ,[-i, ]1;.) to IxlQ on
[-1, I} instead of approximants to xQ on [0, I}, then we getresult~ similar to the
of Lemma 2.1. However, now poles and zeros all lie on the imaginary axis.

LEMMA 2.2. Let 0 < a < 2 andn E N even.

(a) The best rational approximant r~ = r~{jxIQ.,f-I, 1];.) is of exact numer.
ator and denominator degree n.

(b) Half the zeros {(jn} and half the poles {iT jn} lie on the positive imaginary
axis i~>o and the other half on the negative imaginary axis. With an appropriate
numbering we have

1 1 1 1 1 1
(2.4) 0 < ~(ln < ~7rln < ~(2 n < ~7r2.,n < ...< ~(n /2 n < ~7rn/ 2 n < 00,'t 't 't' 't 't' 't '
.~ , (jn = -(j-n/2,n, 7rjn = -7rj-n/2.n for j = n/2 + 1, 0.0' no

{c) The error function (1.7) has exactly 2n+3 extreme points 1]~n' 0 0., 1]2n+3,n
"~I,I}, and with an appropriate numbering we have

') 0 = 1]n+2,n < 1]n+l,n < 00. < 1]l.n =1,
I

1]jn = -1]2n+4-j,n for j = n + 3, 0 .0' 2n + 3,

(2.5)

on [

and

I. ' 10 -* ( . ) - ( )j+1 . (I 10 {..17yn Tn17]n- -1 .t."nx ,-
1J) forj = 1, ,2n + 3

Pro of. Lemma 2.2 is an, immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1 if we substitute
the independent variable z by Z2 in each of the functions r~, fc.(x).i=xc., and en.

In the next two theorems we state the main results of the paper. We first
consider the asymptotic distribution of poles and zeros.. as n -;. 00.

THEOREM 3. Let 0< a < 1, and let {c,jn}jl=l and{iTjn}jl=l be the set of zeros
and poles, respectively, of the best rational approxi'manf r~ = r~(xr ,TO, 1]), Then
for any interval [c,d] ~ IR<o with -oc s: cS: d < 0 we have I

, i

jcl1 r& J dt (2.8) .,. r ..y:=. t~+t'

1(11

11m I:::: card{"jn E lc, d]} =
n-;)O V n if"

and

dt

1

/Q Icl
, / : card{ 7rjn E [c, d}}= o. J.;r-+t '

7r t l+t
.Idl

Remark.. (1) From (2.8) and (2.9) we learn that poles and zeros are asymptot~
ically dense in lR<o. The number of poles or zero~ on any given closed subinterval
[c, dl ~ lR<o grows like vf'ii: as n -+ 00. Since the total number of poles or zeros is
n, the result proves that almost all poles and zeros tend to the origin as n -+ 00.

(2) It is vary probable that Theorem 3 hold~ for all a E IR+ \ N. However, a
proof will become more complicated since when (\ > 1 there are poles and zeros of

lim .
n-:X) ~
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T~ outside of JR, which demand special attention. It seems worth mentioning that
the asymptotic distributions in (2.28) and (2.29) are independent of a except for
the factor yfa.

If we proceed in the same way as in the transition from Lemma 2.1 to Lemma
2.2, then as a corollary we can deduce the asymptotic di~tribution of poles and
zeros of best approximants to Ixla on [-1,1] from Theorem 3.

COROLLARY. Let n E N be even, a < a < 2, and let {(jn}j=l and {7rjn}j=l be
the set of zeros and poles, respectively, of the approximant r~ = r~(lxla, [-1, IJj'),
Then for any interval [ic, idJ ~ IR\ {O}~'i.e. for a < c ~ d ~ oc or -0() ,~: C ~ d < a
we have

.jQ
Jb dt

-;- tJi~
a

1
lim ~ card {(jn E [ic, idJ.} =

n-oo y n

va Jb dt

-;- tfi~
a

1
lim ~card{7rjn E [ic,idJ.} =

n-oo V n(2.11

'with a := vmIR(jc!..ldr) and b := vmaxQcl.Tdj)

Pro of. From identity (1.3) it follows that (j.2n is a zero of r27~ (lxI2/1r, [-.1, .1].; .)
if and only if r.;.2n is a zero of r~(xQ, [0, 1]: .). Note that the zeros of r27~(lxI2a,
[-1,1]:.) are mapped pairwise onto the zeros of r~(J..Cl,[0.1]). If the mapping
:: f-+ v= is applied to all variables in (2.8) and (2.9), then one arrives at (2.10)
and (2.11). .

Next, we turn to the investigatio~ of the asymptotic distribution of extreme
points. Again, we start with a result for best rational approximants to xct on
[0,1]. and deduc'e from that the corresponding result for approximants to Ixla on
[-1,1] as a corollary.

THEOR~Ki,4. Let 0 < a < 1, and let {1Jjn}J~t2 be the extreme points of the
errdffun-;~ibn en(x) = fa(x) -r~(Ja, [0, 1]:x), fa(.r) = xo, on [0,1]. Then for

any interval [c, d] ~ (0,1] with 0 < c .-:;: d .-:;: 1 we hat'e

.1 2-[(;
Jd dt

(2.12) 11m ~ card{1]jn E [c, d]} === -~.
n-ooyn 1r ty1-t

c

Remarks. (1) Formula (2.12) shows that the extreme points are asymptoti-
cally dense in [0,1], and futher that almost all extreme points tend to the origin

as n --00.

(2) As with Theorem 3, it seems that Theorem 4 holds for all Q E R+ \ N, but
this "ill not be Droved here.
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From Theorem 4 we can deduce the following analogous result for the approx-
imants r~ = rn(lxIQ, [-1, II;.) to IxlQ on [-1, I].

COROLLARY. Let n E N be even, 0 < Q < 2, and let {1]jn};r::13 be the set of
extreme points of the error function en(x} = IxlQ = r~(lxIQ, [-1, 1];.) on [-1,1].
Then for any interval [c, d] ~ [-1,1] \ {a}; i.e., for 0 < c ~ d :s; 1 or -1 ~ c ~

d < 0 we have
2.ja b dt'

-;- ! t~'
1

lim ~card{TJjn E [c,d]} =
n-oo V n

(2.13)

with a := vmin(lcl, Id]) and b := vrnax(lcl, Idj).

Remark. It has been stated in part (c) of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that we have
exactly 2n + 2 extreme points in the case of the approximation of xa on [0,1],
and 2n + 3 extreme points in the case of the approximation of Ixla on [-1,1].

Theorems 3 and 4 give information about the asymptotic density of zeros,
poles, and extreme points. These results are not precise enough for dete~mining
the position of individual zeros, poles, or extreme points. In [St4] asymptotic
formulae have been proved that give the location of zeros, poles, and extreme
points in the special case of the approximant r~(lxl, [-1, 1]) with such a degree
of precision that the position of individual objects can be distinguished. We give
an example of this type of result. In [St4], Theorem 2.2, it has been shown that if

n+1 1 Joc, vn 1 t
(2.14) Fn(Y) := --'-- + -log

1f 1ft 1 + JI""":j:t2
y

dt,
2 ..tv!

then

~~and
=1+0(~ 11" jn n

n/2} r n E 2N} that satisf)

<,jnn ' .

for all sequences of indices {jn E {I,...,' ,

(2.16) ~ -jn = O(,jii) as n -00.
2

It can be shown that condition (2.16) is equi,alent to

(2.17) l/(j"n = 0(1) or 1/1I"j"n = 0(1) as n -00,

wher:.~,:~(;) denotes Landau"s big oh. Since the error terms are smaller than 1/.fii
'arid the' nUluber of zeros and poles on a given interval grows like yin, it follo"s
that the asymptotic relations in (2.15) are precise enough to determine individual
objects. It is immediate that for the case a = 1 the estimates (2.15) imply the

asymptotic relations (2.10) and (2.11).
The proof of (2.15) is deeper and much more complicated than that of The-

orems 3 or 4, which can be given by purely potential-theoretic considerations.
However, the results of Theorems 3 and 4 are valid for approximants to xa and
Ixla, while the results in [St4] could only be proved for the approximation of Ixl

iFnUn -1/2)
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on [-1, I] or fi on [0, I]. So far it is not clear how the results of [St4] can be
extended to a more general class of functions.

3. Proofs of Theorems 3 and 4. The two proofs will be prepared by three
lemmas. We start by studying as an auxiliary function

Zck -r'" (z)(3.1) f...(z):= n forz~C\~, .._" zQ+r~(z) ---,---,

where r~ = r~(xQ,[o,l]j.), 0 < a < 1, n E N, and zQ is the principal branch
with zQ > 0 for z > O. On IR- ":= IR50 the function In has different boundary
values for continuation from above and below IR-. These values will be denoted
by In(z + iO) and In(z -iO), z E IR-.

LEMMA 3.1. (a) In is analytic in C \ IR-,
(b) In has exactly 2n + 1 zeros Zln, ' ..,z2n+l.n in C \ IR-. These zeros are all

contained in (0,1), and we have

(3.2) 1]jn < Zjn < 1]j+l,n, j = 1,. .., 2n + 1,

where 1]jn are the extreme points introduced in (2.2).
(c) The boundary values of f n on IR- satisfy the restrictions

"7r 7r

tan."-zQ, cot-zQ
$: Ifn(z:f:iO)jm:=mm

1r 1r
tan 2Q, cot 2Q::; max =: AI

for Z E IR-.

Proof. It is a consequence of the alternating signs in (2.3) of Lemma 2.1
that In has at least 2n + 1 zerQS Zjn, j = 1,..., 2n + 1, satisfying (3.2). Since
f,,(:;jn) = ,0 implies zjn = r~(Zjn), we learn from the existence of these zeros
that the rational function r~ E Rnn interpolates zc\ at the 2n + 1 points Zjn, and
therefore r~ is determined by this interpolation property. As a consequence "e
can a~ly formulae from the theory of rational interpolation.

,;/ -';'

Set r~ = Pn / qn, Pn, qn E Pn. From the theory of rational interpolants (mul-
tipoint Pade approximants) to Markov or Stieltjes functions (see [StToj, Lemma
6.1.2) we know that the interpolation error en(:) = zc. -r~(z) can be represented
as

211+1

w.,,(z):= II I
;=1

(3.5) Z -::jn
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and C is a closed integration contour in C \ IR- surrounding z and all interpolation
points Zjn, j = 1,..., 2n+l. Since qn and f.J)n are real polynomials, and f.J)n(X) # 0
for all x E IR-, it is easy to verify that

(3.~) sin7ra.
fo qn(x)2IxIOdx # 0

7r f.J)n(x)(x-z)
-00

Hence, part (b) of the lemma follows from (3.4).
Next, we consider In onIR_. We have

(3.7) In(O) = -1, In(oo) = 1,

and all zeros (jn and poles 7r jn of r~ are characterized by the property that

(3.8) In((jn:i:iO) = 1, In(7rjn:i:iO)=-1 forj=I,...,n.

On IR- the function In can be written as

1- e'Fi1r°r*(z)lzl-O(~ a\ ~ -~

for all z E C \ IR-

\-.-,. fn(z:!:iO) = ~ ""' ()II "'" ,0
1 + eTI1r°r* z Z-On

The values of the function r~(z)/lzlo run through the whole real axis IR if z in
moved from 0 to 7rl,n or from 7rj,n to 7rj+l,n, j = 1,... ,n -1. By elementary
trigonometric calculations it can be verified that the mapping

--l-e-iO1rx{.., ..n' .

z E JR-

x E~,Xf-t .
1 + e-~a1r x

maps IR onto the circle

(3.11) Ka := {Z E C Ilz + i cot Ct7r1 =
1

sin ira

Hence, it follows from (3.9) that

(3.12) In(z+iO)EKa forallzEIR_.

l\Ioreover, togeth~r with (3.7) and (3..8) we deduce that arg!n(z + iO) grows by
(2n + 1)7r if z runs through IR- + iO from -00 to O.

For the:l>-9undary values of In on IR- from belo,\", i.e. on IR- -iO. we have

(3.13) .~~:.:.-.;' In(z -iO) E Ka := {z I Z E Ii-a} for all z E IR-,

and arg I n(z -iO) grows again by (2n + 1)7r if z rUllS through IR- -iO from 0 to
-oc.

Since tan ~a and -cot ~a are extremal ordinates of the circle Ka, part (c)
follo,\"s from (3.12) and (3.13).

Since argln grows by (2n + 1)27r along the whole boundary of C \ IR-, and
since In has exactly 2n + 1 zeros in C \ IR-, it follows from the argument principle
that In has no poles in C \ IR-. This proves part (a) of the lemma. 8

In the assertions of the next lemma we summarize (3.12), (3.13), and the
immediate conclusions made in this connection.
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LEMMA 3.2. We have

(3.14) fn(z + iO} E KQ and fn(z -iO) E KQ for all zE R_.

The function argfn(Z +iO) is increasing and argfn(z -iO) is decreasing for
zE R_, and we have

(3.15) arg fn(O + iO) -arg fn(-oo + iO)

= arg fn(-oo -iO) -arg fn(O-iO).i= (2n+ 1)7r..

Let the function p be harmonic in C\ R_, continuous in C!\ {a}, and let it
haye the boundary values

for z E (O,.)},
for z E R_.

The function p is uniquely determined by these properties.

LEMMA 3.3. For the function p we have the representations

(3.17) p(z):;: J log
, 1

,d(lI- v) (x) :;: J 9C\R_(Z,x)dll(x)z-x
where II and v are positive measures defined by

dv(x) 1
(3.18) x E (0, II,~= =

7rxy1 -x

-1
(3.19) -~ x E JR_,

d;; 7rXy 1 -x

'where 9C\IR- (z, x) is the Green function with pole at x jorC\JR- (for the definition
see [StToj, Appendix V).

Proof. Consider the function
11

(3.20) j(z) := -flog
7r

-00 '

,vhere the integral at x = 0 is understood as Cauchy principal value, the square
root is-:aSsumed to be positive, and the logarithm is defined in C \ JR_. Differen-

.~ .'

tiating "(3.20) yields

.ax

dv(x)

1 dx

zeC\IR_,

z -x/ xJY-:--X

(3.21)

dx
ZEiC\JR.-

-1 1

= i; f (X -z)xvx -l'
-:x>

"here in the last integral we have assumed that ,yx=r > 0 for x > 1. S.inceby
this convention the square root is of different ~ign on both sides of ( -00,1], ,ve
can duplicate the integration path. Because of the different signs of the ~qual'e
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root, we can also pass from the Cauchy principal value to an integration path
along two small halfcircles around x = O. In this way we see that

(3.22) f'(z) = iItf(( -z)~(J(=-I'
c

where C is a closed positively oriented integration path in C \ JR- surrounding z.
Cauchy's integral formula then yields that

-1
(3.23) f'(z) = z E C\JR~

d(

(:3.26)

" z.JZ=""""i'

From (3.20) and (3.23) we deduce that
z z

(3.24) f(z) = J f'((}d( = -f (J(~
-00 -x

for any integration path form -00 to z in C \ R_. As a consequence we see that

(3.25) Ref(z:l:: iO} = 0 for z E lR<o. :

Integrating along the halfcircle S = {z = eei(:r-tJjo $: t. $: 11"}, e> 0, yields
c d( 1T ieei(Jr-tJdf

(,;, ~ = -,! ~ei(1T-tJVeei(1T-t}_..1 ase -+ O.--7r

I 

9C\R- (z, x)dv(x)

v

S

From (3.24) itfoliowsthat Ref is constant on (0,1] for the same reason as it was
constant on lR<o. It then follows from {3.25) and (3.26) that

(3.27) Ref(z) =11" for::E(O,l].

Note that in (3.24) the integration runs in the opposite direction of that in (3.26).
From (3.2.5) and (3.27) we deduce that p(z) = Ref(::), which together with (3.20)
proves the first equality in {3.17).

The second equality follows from considering the difference

(3.28) d(z);= flog Rd(lI- v)(oZ,) -~

The fuI}ction. d is harmonic in C \ IR-, and continuous on C \ {a}. Since d(z) = 0
for z E IR-, it follo,,'s that d == 0, which proves the second equality in (3.17). .

~ !~$g'f 0 f The 0 rem 4. In this proof potential-theoretic tools playa funda-
luental.role. It follows from Lemma 3..1 that

1

1.
(3.29) -.}; r::::;::log -

2yan Iln(..)1
is superharmonic in C \ R_, where In is the function defined in (3.1). Because of
(3.3), qn is bounded on R_.

We define a positive measure J.Lri by

qn(Z --

(3.30) .un
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where {jz is the Dirac measure at the point z E C, and the Zjn are the zeros of
In mentioned in (3.2) of Lemma 3.1. The Green potential associated with ,un is

defined as

J 

g;:\R- (Z, x)dl.Ln(:t),9n(Z).:= 9(l.J.n; z) :=(3.31

where 9C\R- (z, x) is the Green function in C \ IR- with logarithmic pole at x E
C\IR-. Since the Green function is identically zero on IR-, we also have 9n(Z) = 0
for all z E IR-. From the estimate of f n on IR- in (3.3) and the fact that qn and
9n have the same logarithmic singularities in C \ IR-, we deduce that

1 1 ..~ 0. .

(3.32) 2~ log M +9n(Z) s: qn(z)

1
log-m

1 for all z E C~gn(Z) + ~

As a consequence we have

(3.33)

for all z E C= ~logM1

.
In (3.33) we have used th:efact that 11m = 1\£; the constants m and M have been
defined in (3.3). The estimate (3.33) shows that the sequences {qn} and {9,1} have

identical limits if a limit exists.

In the sequel \ve denote the approximation error Enn(xLY, [0, 1]) by Cn. Frolll

definition (3.1) of In we deduce that

Cn
for z E [(en/2)1/a, 1]len(Z)[ <Ifn(z)\ = 12za -e:(:;)1 -12za -.:'nl

From Theorem 2 \ve know that

Cn = 41+a(sina7r)e-27rvan(1 + 0(1)) asn 00(3.35}:'"

'.Inserti~g 

(3.35) into (3.34) yields with (3.29) that

2f:."
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for all n E Nand j E {1 ,2n + 2}. With (3.29) and (3.35) this implies that

limsup qn(T/jnn) $ Ii
n-:X;

for any sequence {1Jjnn I jn E {1,..., 2n + 2}, nEW}.
From (3.33) we learn that the limits (3.36) and (3.38) also hold true if qn

is substituted by gn = g(/l.n;.). We will determine the limit distribution of the
sequence {/l.n} by studding the convergence behavior of the sequence {gn}. In the
analysis the limits (3.36) and (3.38) will playa major role. However, there are
two difficulties: (i) the total mass of the measure /l.n tends to infinity as n -+ 00,
and (ii) the support of /l.n touches the boundary point 0 of C \ IR- as n -+ 00. In a

certain sense both phenomena have an opposite effect and compensate mutually.

But the situation demands a careful analysis.
First, we show that all restrictions /l.n l(a;ll , 0 < a ~ 1, are bounded as n -+ 00.

Let a, 0 < a < 1, be fixed, and let ILn be the balayage measure resulting from
sweeping /l.n out of the domain C\ (IR- U[a, 1]) onto IR- U [a, 1] (for the definition
of balayage and a summary of its properties see Appendix VII in [StTo]). Let IL~
and fJ.~ be the restrictions of ILn onto [a, 1] and a_, respectively. Thus, we have
j1n = IL~ + fJ.~. Since gC\R- (Z, X) = 0. for all z E IR.-, it follows from the properties

of balayage that
(3.39) g(J:L~; z) = g(JLn;::) for all :: E [a, 11, -,

where g(J:L~; .) denotes the Green potential of the measure J:L~ as defined in (3.31).
From (2.2) in Lemma 2.1, we know that 772n+2.11 = 1 is an extreme point of the
error function en for all-n E N. Therefore, we can deduce from (3.33), (3.38), and
(3.39) that .

(3.40) limsupg(J:L~;I)::;: ;I.
n-x

Since supp(J:L~) ~ [a, I}, the boundedness of the sequence of Green potentials
{g(J:L~; .)} at the interior point 1 of the domain C \ R- implies that the {11J:L~ II} is

bounded as n -0(:. From the definition of bala~.age we know that J:L~ ~ JLnl[a.l).-

Hence, there exists a constant Cp = CO(a) < 00 ,,-ith

(3.41) .JLn([a, I}}::;: Co for n E N.

Since the sequence {JLn} is bounded on each interval [a, I}, 0 < a ::;: 1, it follo\vs
from ij~lly's Theorem (the weak compactness of the unit ball of positive measures)
that:.~.riy infinite sequence {JLn}nEN, N ~ N, contains an infinite subsequence,

.denoted again by {~Ln}nEN, which is \veakly convergent in C\R_, i.e. there exists

a measure JL with support supp(JL) ~ [0, I} and

*(3.42) JLn-JL as n -00, n EN.

Here, ~ denotes the weak convergence of measures in C \ R_, i.e. for each function
f continuous and having compact support in C \ R- we have J dj.J.n -j. f dj.J. as

n-j.oo,nEN.
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In order to understand the convergence behavior of the sequence {gn =
g{.un: .)} we split the measure .un in two parts. Let a E (0,1) be a point sat-
isfying .u({ a}) = 0, and set

(3.43) g~:=g(.unl[a.l];.) and g~c:=g(JLnl[O,a);.),n=1,2,..,.

From (3.42) it follows that

(3.44) JLnl[a,l) ~ JLI[a,l) as n -+ 00, n E N,

and from (3.41) we know that JL([a,l]) is finite. Since all Green potential are
nonnegative, it follows from (3.39), (3.40), and (3.43) that

(3.45) limsup g~C(l):$ 'Jr.
n-+oo,nEN :

The Green potential g~C = g(JLnl[O,a);.) is harmonic and nonnegative in C \
(IR- U [0, a]). From (3.45) together with Harnack's inequality (see Appendix III
of [StToJ), the boundedness of the harmonic conjugate. and Montel's Theorem
it follo,vs that there exists an infinite subsequence of .V, which we continue.to
denote by N, such that the limit .

(3.46) lim g:C(z) =: gac{z)
n-+oo,nEN

holds locally uniformly in C \ (IR- U [0., aJ). The function gac is harmonic inC \
IR- U (0, a]).

The convergence of the seq~ence {g~} is determined by (3.44). We have

(3.4.7) lim 'g:(z) = ga(z) := g(JLI[a.1i: =)
n-+oo,nEN

for = locally uniformly in C \ (IR- U[a; 1]). From the Lo',er Envelope Theorem for
potentials it follows that

(3.4.8) liminf g:(z) = ga(z) for quo e. :; E [a, 1]
n-+oo.nEN

(cf. Appendix III of [StToJ), and for the principle of descent (cf. Appendix III of
[StTo]) if follows that for any sequence Xn -+ Xo E [a. 1] as n -+ 00, n E N we

have

(3.49) liminf g:(xn):?; ga(xo).
n-+oo,nEN-.

(Th~,Lo\vei.Envelope Theorem and the principle of descent hold not only for
logarithmic potentials, but also for Green potentials since the Green function can
be represented by a logarithmic potential (cf. Appendix V of [StToJ)).

It is possible to select a sequence am -+ 0 with 1 > am > 0 and JL( {a}) = O.
For each [am, IJ there exists an infinite subsequence N.,n "ith Nm+1 ~ Nm and the
limits (3.46)-(3.49) hold. If one choose a diagonal sequence from (N 1, N2,...) and
denotes this sequence by N, then the limits (3.46)-(3.49) hold for this sequence
N and for all subintervals [am, 1] ~ (0, 1J. This proves that the limit

(3.50) lim gn(::) =: g(z)
n-+oo,nEN
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holds locally uniformly in C \ (JR- U{O,l.!), and if on [am,l] the function 9 is
defined as 9 := gam + gamC with (3.46) and (3.47), then the limit

(3.51) liminf gn(z) =g(z}
n-+oo,nEN

holds for quasi every z in (0,1], and for xn
have

-+ xoE (0, 1] as n -+ 00, n EN, we

oo~

supp(,u} ~ n u {1].1n,
'm=l n?;m

,1!2n+n.n}(3.54)

From the limit (3.51) and the asymptotic estimate (3.36)., which also holds
for gn because of (3.33), it follows that g(z) ?: 7r for quasi every z E [P, 1]. The
functiong is superharmonic in C\IR- and therefore continuous in the find topology
(for the definition see Appendix III of [StTo]). Set E:= {z E (0,1] f g(z) < 7r},
then E is a Borel set of capacity zero. Hence, in the fine topology all points of E
are isolated, and from the continuity of 9 it follows that E # 0, and consequently

that

, g(z)? 7r for all zE (0;1].

In the n~"'(t step of the proof we show that the inequality (3.53) holds every-
wher~ on,{~;.ll. Set 5 := {z E C \ JR.- I g(:;) > 7r}. Since 9 is super harmonic in
C \ JR._, the set 5 is open. If 5 = 0, then (3.53) is pro\ed for all:; E (0,11. We

assume that

(3.56) 5 I: 0.

From (3.53) and (3.54) we know that g(z) s: 7ron supp(J1) \ {O}. Therefore, 51: 0
implies that 0 E S. The superharmonicity of 9 in C \ 1R- and the minimum
principle imply that the set 5 is simply connected. Since 5 is symmetric with

respect to JR. it further follows that

(3.57) 5n [0, 11 = (0, a) for some a E (0.11'

(3.55)

The function 9 is harmonic in C \ (JR- U [0,1]), superharmonic in C \ IR-, and we
have g(z) = o for z E JR<o.

From (3.52) together with (3.38), which also hold for gn because of (3.33), it
follows that

00 ,-

(3.53) g(z) ,$ 7r for all ZEn U{1Jln,.'., 1]2n+n..n} \{O}.
m=ln?m

The point 0 had to be excluded, since (3.38) is not available for the boundary
point O. Since we know from (3.2) that between two adjacent extreme points 1]jn
and 1]j+l.n there is a zero Zjn of en, it follows from (3.42) that
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From g(z) > 7r for allz E (O,a) and (3.53) we deduce that the set {1]jn I j E
{I, , 2n2}, n E N} has no limit points in (0, a). Hence, we can select a sequence
of indices {fn}nEN with

(3.58} 1]jnn -+ 0 and 1]jn+l,n -+ a as n -+ OC, n E N.

Note that a E supp(JL) or a = 1 because of the superharmonicity of 9 in C \ R_.
The sequence N is the same as that in the definition of 9 in (3.50).

Before we continue with the main investigation, we have to introduce an aux-
iliary function. Let D denote the domain C \ (R- U {jzI5.1}) and let h be the
function harmonic in D with boundary values

(3.59) h(z) < { I forlzl = I,z # -1, i
~ -0 forzE(-oo,-I).

By elementary considerations one can verify that
(3.60) h{z) < C for z E C\fm

, "-M --"'-"..

with an appropriate constant c < 00. It is not difficult to verify that the Green
function 9:\JR- (Z, x), x E R+, behaves monotonically on half-circles around the

" "I ,

origin. \\'"e have 9C\JR- (re1t,x) ~ 9C\JR_(re1t, x) forO ~t' ~ t ~ 7r and x E R+.
As a consequence we have

"t "t' ,(3.61) g(JLn; re1 ) ~ 9{P,n;.;re1) for 0 ~ t ~ t~ iT,T > 0,

and a corresponding behavior for" 0 ? t' ? t ? 7r.
We continue with the main investigation: Let 9n = 9{J.tl1; ") be broken down

into

(3.62) g,t(Z) = 9n(Z) + g(J.Lnl(1/jnn.l.];::)'

which is similar to the decomposition used in (3.43). Because of the non-negativity
of Green potentials we have

(3.63) 0::;: 9n(Z) ::;: g,t(z) ::;: gn(1]jn,n)h(z!1]jnn) for 1::.1 ~ 1]jnn.

The last inequality in (3.63) follows from (3.61) and (.3.59) together with the
maximumpti~ciple for harmonic functions.

c
F~om C3:29) , (3.35), (3.33), (3.60), and (3.63) we then deduce that for z E

C \ IR~ \ve have

(3.64}

This implies that

(3.65) lim 9n(z) = 0
n---oo,nEN

locally uniformly in C \ IR-
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Because of (3.2) in each open interval (T]jnn! T]j,,+l,n) there can be at most one
of the zeros used in the definitioQ (3.30) of the measure ,un. Its contribution to
the weak limit (3.42) is negligible. It follows therefore from (3.58) that the limit
measure ,u has no mass in the open interval (0, a). From (3.42) we deduce that

(3.66) J.£nl('f1jnn,l] ~ .ul[a,l] as n-+ 00, n E N,

and we have .ut(O,l) = .ufra.,l}' From (3.62), (3.65), and {3.66} it then follows that

(3.67) lim gn(Z} = lim g(J.Lnl[aj2.1j; z) =g(z}
n-oo,nEN n-oo,nEN

locally uniformly in C \ (R- U [Of 1]). The last limit in (3.67) holds ev~n locally
uniformly in C \ (R- U [a, 1}). From (3.67), (3.53), (3.54), and the first maximum
principle (see Appendix III of [StTo]) it then follows thatI') 

"0\ ' ..
~i).UO) g(z) :::; sup .XE5Upp{p)n[a.l! .'! '

These inequalities contradict assumption {3.56), which implies that g(~) > 7r on
S n [0.,1].. Consequently, we have proved that S = 0 and

19 cn\ I , -

for all zE C\ ..{O}

gn(JJ.nt(~/2,11 

jZ) ~ 1T

\.;).U:1} g~ZJ.S7r forallzE(O,l].

Since g(z) = 0 for z E IR<o, we learn from the inequalities (3.55) and (3.69)
that 9 is identical with the function p introduced in (3.16).. Hence, the measure .u
is also identical with the measure v described in (3.18) of Lemma 3.3. This proves
that

\vhich proves...1:heorem 4.
\ ";~'-:"::"':f

Pr?ofof Theorem 3. While in the proof of Theorem 4 the measure J.L in
(3.42) was of central importance, now the measure /:i derived from J.L by balayage
will playa principal role. The measure /:i describes the asymptotic distribution of
zeros (jn and poles 7r jn of the approximants r~.

Let /:in and j1 be the measures that result from balayage of the measures J.Ln
and J.L out. of the domain C \ JR- onto JR- (for the definition of balayage see
Appendix VII of [StTo]). The measures J.Ln have been defined in (3.30) and J.L in
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(3.42). It follows from (3.42) that "-

(3.72) J'in~J'i asn-oo, nEN.

"(The subsequence N ~ N is the same as that in (3.42).) The measures J'in and J'i
are positive and supp(J'i), suPP(J'in) ~ IR-, n = 1,2, ...

Let q~ be the harmonic conjugate of qn in C \ [-00,1] with q~( 00 + to) = O.
The function qn has been d~fined in (3.29). Since !n(X) > 0 for x > 1, we have

(3. 73) q~(x) = 0 for x E (1,ooJ...

By g~ we denote the conjugate function of the Green potential gn = g(lJ.n : .)
with g~(oo + iO) = O. The function gn was introduced in (3.31). Again we have

(3. 73) g~(x) ==0 for i;-E (1,00].

It follows from (3.29) that

'3.76)
J log~d{tt/1 -iin)(x)

1

The harmonic conjugate of log(l/tz -xt) is -arg(z -x), and therefore we have

(3. 77) g~ (z) = J arg( z -x)d(~n -'-JLn) (x) + const. for:: EC\ IR-.

\\7"ecassume that arg(.) is defined in C\IR-. It follows from (3.74) that the constant
in (3.77) has a value such that the boundary values of g~ on IR- are given by

(3.78) g~(x+iO)=7r~n([-OO,X]) forxEIR_.

Since we have seen in (3.,70) that JL is identical to the measure 1I in Lemma 3.3,
it follows from (.3.19) that

(" -Q\ ..i-,: d~(x) -1 11"])
."\ I X E ~<o-= -,--, \' .~-":..';" dx 7rxyl-x

Frolll (3.78) we know that tiLe ftlnction g~ (x + iO)j7r, ./.' E IR-. is the distribution
function of the llleasure.un. Therefore we have

(3.80)
.I: dt

g*(x + 'iO) = -J t'J~
-x

for almost all x E JR_.
"'"e now return to the functions q1: considered in (3.73j and (3.75j. Since the

nlllctions q~ (x + iO) are monotonic for x E JR-.. it follows from Helly's selection
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theorem that there exists a subsequence of N, which we continue to denote by
N, such that

for almost. x E IR-

The difference g~ -q~ is the harmonic conjugate to g11. -qn satisfying (g~ -
q~)(x) = 0 for x E [1,00] because of (3.73) and (3.74). It follows from (3.33) and
the Schwarz representation. formula for conjugate functions that

(3.82) lim(g~ -q~)(z)= 0 locallyuniformlyiIi C\1R_.
n-oo,nEN

The function (g;; -q~){z) is harmonic in C\R- and solves the Dirichlet problem
in C \ R- for the boundary function (g~ ~ q~)(x :J: iO), X E R<o. Taking the
monotonicity of g~(x :J: iO) and q~(x:J: iO) on R- into consideration, it follows
from (3.82). that

(3.83)

for all x E IR-

From (3.80), (3..81 and (3.82) it follows that

as n ~ 00, n E N, and x E IR-
:1: dt

q~(:c +iO) --+ J t~~
-:xJ c

Since the right-hand side of (3.84} i& independent of the set selection of the sub-
sequence .;V ~ N, the limit (3.84) holds for the full sequence N.

From Lemma 3.2, (3.8), and (3.50) we know that for t\,O adjacent zerrs (in
and (j+l.n of r~ we have

27r
(3.85) + iO) -q: ((jn + iO)j = 2 r;:::;:;van

For arbitrary -00;$ c;$ d < 0 it therefore follows that

Iq~(t+l,n ~=- 7r

card{(jn.E [c, dl} -

and consequently_jt follows from (3.84) that
--;.

(3.87) :,' ';~:~.-;;"
1":::1 d d1 vat

~ card{(jn ~ [c.,d]} -+ --;" J i~
c

~

asn-+oo

\vhich pro\.es the first assertion of Theorem 3. The second assertion follows in
exactly the same way if we start instead of (3.85) from

27r 7r,... nn\ I * ( .0) * ( + .0)1q,t 7rj+l,n +z -qn 7rjn ~ =
~

2van ~
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which again follows from Lemma 3.2, (3.8), and (3.75), This completes the proof
of Theorem 3. .
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